《The Mysterious CEO》
105 'sYou don'st care about your girlfriend, but I care about my wife's
"Are you sure? It's not easy" Si Li asked.
"Which part of our life is easy?" Mo Jinnan asked back.
"Sometimes, you talk senses" Si Li commented.
"You…"
Si Li stood up and took out his phone from the drawer.
"Hey…where are you going?" Mo Jinnan asked.
"You don't care about your girlfriend, but I care about my wife" Si Li scoffed and
turned towards Mu Che "We will leave in 2 hours, be ready".
"Yes, President…" Mu Che replied and swiftly left after Si Li.
Mo Jinnan felt guilt, when he saw that Si Li was going to meet Lu Lan. Whereas, he
couldn't do that…

How could he face Song Tianxin, when it was his fault in the first place?....
Song Tianxin's parents wanted their daughter should find a good man and married to
him and settled down in her life.
Because of constantly nagging from her parents, Song Tianxin agreed to went for a
blind date, without telling Mo Jinnan.
However, unluckily, Mo Jinnan was also present in that hotel. When Mo Jinnan saw
Song Tianxin with another man, his blood boiled and without asking the purpose of
their meeting. Mo Jinnan punched on the face of that man.
Somehow, Song Tianxin dragged Mo Jinnan away from the hotel and afterwards, she
told him that her parents were pressurizing her for marriage.
Of course, after listing this, Mo Jinnan didn't have any answer, he could only feel

guilty for giving her so much problem.
Because Mo Jun had cancelled their engagement and Mo Jinnan couldn't marry against
the wish of Mo Jun. After Mo Jiang went in the coma, now it was Mo Jinnan's duty to
take care of his father.
Even, Mo Jun was against the marriage of Mo Jiang and Liu Juan, because Liu Juan
was orphan. However, if Mo Jiang made a decision, no one could change it. In the end,
Mo Jiang married to Liu Juan and after three years of their marriage, Mo Jiang's
family finished.
That was why, Mo Jun wanted Mo Jinnan to marry with a girl, who had a strong
family background. So that his wife's family would help to protect Mo Jinnan's family.
Nevertheless, Mo Jun wasn't wrong in his place, as he didn't want to lose his younger
son as well. However, no one could love someone after seeing their background.
Back to present…
As soon as, Si Li entered the Business Administration and Management Department,
all the employees were looking at Si Li, as they were dreaming. Their big boss came to
their department, who had offended him that their big boss personally came here to
punish him?
When they saw that Si Li was going towards Lu Lan's cabin, all the employees started
praying for Lu Lan, as might be, it was last day of Lu Lan in Si Corporation.
Well, Si Li was really going to Lu Lan's Cabin to punish her or ...
As soon as, Si Li opened the door of her cabin, he saw that Lu Lan was already
standing behind the door as if she was going somewhere.
"You are going somewhere?" Si Li asked and closed the door, in fact, he locked the
door.
Lu Lan caught a glimpse of employees' expression and somehow understood that what
were they thinking?
"What are you doing here?" Lu Lan immediately asked.
"Why...? Can't I come to see my wife?" Si Li casually asked and went to sit on the sofa.
"Didn't you see the expression of all the employees?" Lu Lan annoying asked.

"I saw, so…?"
Lu Lan rolled her eyes and walked towards him and sat next to him.
"You didn't give the answer to my question. Where are you going?" Si Li asked.
"Ohh… I am coming to your office to meet Mr Mo?"
"Jinnan…Why?"
"Didn't you saw the news about Hacker 'X'? He is finally back" Lu Lan excited said.
Si Li didn't know how to react. Even though, he was 'X', however that thing Lu Lan
didn't know, so from Lu Lan point of view, he was another man. That meant, Si Li
should feel jealous of 'X' that meant Si Li should feel jealous of himself… Ahhh…so
annoying…
Si Li ignored his inner thoughts and asked: "You mean Jinnan is 'X'?"
Although, Si Li calmly asked the question, but still, he wanted to beat Jinnan. Well,
poor Jinnan unnecessarily became a culprit…
Lu Lan was oblivious of Si Li's thought "No…Mr Mo knows hacker 'X', otherwise,
why would 'X' help to leak all the information of all companies, who are the
competitors of Mo Corporation?"
Si Li was shocked, if Lu Lan found out this hint that meant anyone could find about it.

